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Street theatre and the art of being together  
(itinerary of International Street Theatre Festival Ana Desetnica 2015, Ljubljana) 

What is laid out before you are some lines of thought, a collection of notes and impressions I had during my 

first full time engagement with a street theatre festival from the view of a theatre reviewer. I don't claim any 

objectivity or universality of mental tangents pursued here, rather they were a way for me to make sense of 

what I've experienced and the discussions I've had with street artists who were kind enough to let me enter 

their world. 

My path though the festival was probably as particular as anybody else's as my professional desire to see all 

the shows in Ljubljana had to admit defeat and unconditional surrender the very first day, as did the idea of 

me attending festival's breakfasts. Therefore, I can only talk about the shows that I have seen.  

So, a theatre critic walks into a street theatre festival...  

 

My talks with the artists on the 1st day of the festival – “Who is this guy?” 

My first day in my full capacity as a theatre critic at a street theatre festival was spent trying to orient myself 

and find entry points into this performative practice. Probably the festival was figuring the same thing about 

me – Ellen (the intern) said it would be less intimidating to present myself as “a reviewer” than “a critic”. 

Instinctively I tried to fall back on my reservoir of knowledge regarding contemporary theatre practices and 

performance art, not to much success. 

My talk with Tom Greder regarding his interactive show All Aboard pushed me in the right direction. In this 

show, a shorter version of a longer indoor performance, Tom frames a narrative of taking the audience on a 



train ride, while connecting it to a story of growing up in a small town, where the train presents a door to 

the outside world. The emphasis of the show seems to rest on how audience's interaction is expected and 

requested and how most of its humour and dynamics spring from the audiences “failure”  to properly act 

their part. With familiarity in contemporary theatre formats I tried to frame it as a question of the 

audience's co-responsibility for a success of the performance, and while Tom agreed up to a point, he didn't 

see connections to those performances that try to put public in discomfort (a tactic used by buffons, but 

also frequent in contemporary theatre). Instead he stressed the importance of being together face to face 

with the audience, the physical interaction, the tactile nature of it, both in using the props (wooden train) 

and in getting the audience to participate physically and vocally. This put me down the path of seeing being 

together with the audience as one of the crucial aspects of street theatre, and reminded me of a part I 

wrote about improvised theatre:  

 
Tom Greder playing with the audience in All Aboard. 

“As an audience member, I, in general, distinguish two different ways in how performances address us. One 
path is in making an impact: a performance would employ different strategies to create specific desired 
effects for the audience, while the audience tries to go along with it and figure out how the performance 

wants to be engaged with. (This “desired effect” could be a broad range of things, employing different 
artistic strategies. It could also be open-ended, offering multiple “happy endings”.) Such a performance 

would happen in the line between the performers and the auditorium. The other path is a performance that 
in a way engulfs the audience within the space it inhabits, it's not the audience who is facing the performers 
and vice versa, it's all of them occupying the same space. In the first type of performances I am, as an 

audience member, observing the performance, reading it, discerning the signs and interpreting them. In the 
second type, the most I can say is that I'm a witness to things going on. This type isn't about active 
participation, but togetherness – both audience and performers share the same space. They share it as 

nobody controls it, they are both witnesses to things emerging outside anybody’s rational control or 
theatrical strategies.” 



In the improvised (indoor) theatre “improvising for the audience” would mean trying to make a specific 

impact – be seen as funny, shocking or surprising. Whereas when performers would be “improvising with 

the audience”, they would also be trying to surprise themselves, thus putting themselves on the same foot 

as the audience which in turn would create a space that both performers and audiences share. Performers 

and the audience would share the space where the performance takes place. Whereas many types of 

theatre make both these approaches possible and legitimate, my impression is that street theatre strongly 

favours the latter. Mainly because of the absence of the black box and weaker or non-existing 4th wall. 

The art of being together 

The difference from indoor theatre situation and the street theatre seems most prominent in the case of 

buskers and one wo/man shows where there is just a single performer leading the creation of a 

performance, with no or little help of the scenery. 

Absence of the black box is the absence of isolation which makes certain theatre strategies impossible – in 

particularly those that require time or precise reading of the signs the performance generates, making it 

harder to create a coherent, detailed narrative in a street situation. On the other hand, a street 

performance is an organism that lives with its environment and can use the environment to its advantage. A 

street performer versed in improvising can use the unpredictability of the street environment and integrate 

it into the show they're creating and thus surprising the audience and themselves, often in a humorous way. 

The busker Clown Barabba and the magician San Sebastian were the masters of this, often with pre-

prepared answers to wandering dogs, crying children and other calamities. Their preparedness enforced the 

narrative and the atmosphere they were creating while at the same time being humorous. The first “lesson 

of the buskers” is that performers don't have to pretend that they're not on the street like a drama actor 

would be trying to pretend they're not an actor on the stage. (It is however possible to interpret the street 

situation in an imaginative way and bring it into the special kind of reality the performance creates.) The 

audience is also a willing participant in this game between the performance and its street environment and 

can be trusted to bring along a hefty dose of the willing suspension of disbelief. If in an indoor theatre the 

audience often tries to forget that they are indeed there, in the street theatre the audience is aware that 

they are on the street. A performer exploiting the clashes between the show's narrative and the reality of 

the street environment can count on the audience backing them up, creating humorous situations along the 

way and thus also rewarding members of the audience for their persistence with the show and their 

investment as spectators. The longer one watches the show, the more they invest in it to support their 

willing suspension of disbelief; and the more they willingly immerse themselves in the show's narrative, the 

funnier the clashes with the environment can be for them. In this way, the shared knowledge creates a 

community between the audience members through the duration of the performance – they're the one “in 

on the joke”. A bicyclist inadvertently crossing the improvised “stage” at the beginning of a show may come 

out of it just by a few chuckles, but doing the same towards the end of the show can result in quite a riot. 

With the absence of the black box, there is also a weak or absent 4th wall. Even though performers might 

inhabit a separate physical space than the one the audience is in, for all practical purpose the stage doesn't 

end where audience begins, rather it ends where the audience ends – street performance engulfs the entire 

space of the audience inside its logic. If performers create a too strong 4th wall, they isolate themselves 

from the audience and lose audience to the street, when they should be isolating the audience from the 

street environment, bringing them inside the show's organism. Example of this would be too much 

textual/narrative information delivered too fast, which can be harder to absorb in a street environment full 



of noises and distractions without a luxury of black box's isolation. Or it could be when characters are 

performed for creating a specific effect and response from the audience, turning them into signs to be 

discerned, instead of being living characters that can interact with audience and guide it. 

“When the show goes wrong, the performer's instinct is to do more, faster, when they should 

instead be doing less, slower.” (Invaluable advice from Tom Greder) 

Tom's advice orients us at interdependence of the audience and the performers in a street situation – they 

both need one another to be able to move from the space of the street into the space of the (street) 

theatre. Performers guide the audience, the audience actively and willingly follows, so a care must be taken 

to be sure they do follow, giving them time to catch up and stay together. Audience is participating 

differently in the street theatre than in indoor theatre – the black box isolation of the latter allows the 

audience to follow richly detailed narratives and invest into identification with characters. In the street 

theatre a willing suspension of disbelief already caries with itself a certain cognitive tax, but also the gaze is 

more open, noticing various connection between the theatre situation and the street situation. Because of 

the more open gaze and audience members leaving and entering, the slower pace of introducing new 

information gives everybody time to catch up and to form a stronger community as an audience. Thus, we 

came to the second “lesson from the buskers” – don't pretend the audience isn't there, invite them in. 

There are various strategies of how to incorporate the stage and the auditorium into one and the same 

space. 

Improvisation is the most general one as it's hard not to improvise in an unpredictable environment of the 

street, but also, as noted above, it puts the audience and the performers on equal footing, both being 

surprised by what occurs. What happens in an improvised situation, happens right then, right there, 

strengthening the bond between the spectators, which include the performers themselves. Improvisation in 

street theatre can include everything from a fully improvised show, improvised passages connecting 

rehearsed parts, interactions with the audience, to a fixed show with a couple of gaps where the performers 

can react to the audience in a spontaneous way and thus allow their performance to “breathe”.  

“Many street artists have special skills, like acrobatics, fire breathing, that the audience can 

appreciate. The only skill we have is one of improvisation, but we hope the audience can 

appreciate it in the same way they do those other skills” (Craig Weston of The Primitives, quoted 

from memory). 

Three of a Kind by The Primitives is a completely improvised street performance with no narrative or plot, 

aside from whatever happens inside of it. A nonverbal performance is a free flow of associations embodied 

by three middle aged male performers. Usually one of them would set up a scene with a body motion or a 

movement that the other two would follow and they would develop it together in a manner of the psychical 

theatre (for me similar to a cross between contemporary dance and pantomime), till the next impulse comes 

along and another small situation establishes itself. What sets the performance apart from similar 

approaches in indoor improvised theatre I've seen, is the quicker flow of successive scenes that create a 

purely associative series of events. Reason for this difference is the shorter attention span of the street 

theatre situation (or rather the black box allows for more elaborate scenes to be created). The other 

interesting attribute is the use of characters as the entry point for the audience. The characters presented 

are of three lost, confused and bewildered middle-aged men, uniformed in everyman's three piece suits. 



These serve as a narrative hint into a non-narrative show: as those three men are confused, lost, and 

bewildered at what is occurring to them, the audience is invited to observe the show in the same way. The 

lower status, this enacted state of confusion gives the performers, also opens up the space: “see”, they tell 

us, “we're as confused as you are watching this, we're in this together”.  

 
Craig Weston setting up the perfect mood for the Three of a Kind performance. 

Interaction with the audience is also a frequent strategy in street theatre and very pronounced in busker 

and one woman/one man shows. Asking audience members to participate both strengthens the connection 

between the audience and the performance and gives the performers an unpredictable element which they 

can use to improvise around, often to a humorous effect. It's a common strategy that performer takes a 

lower status that the audience, appearing lost, incapable or just vulnerable, with the idea of coming across 

as more inviting. A higher status would risk being seen as arrogant and would make it harder for the 

performer(s) to lead the audience through the show, if these would not be willing to tag along. A lower 

status is on the other hand more inviting and more open in adapting to whatever happens in the street 

situation as performers never pretend to be in control and are as surprised as the audience.  

Talking to the busker Clown Barabba after his show, he was explaining to me how he slowly lowered his 

status with years, becoming less arrogant and more inviting. What I found crucial about his show A Clown 

Who Wants to Breathe Fire is that, while it was composed of numbers whose focal points were acrobatics, 

juggling, fire breathing and an occasional magic trick – all which could be considered “4th wall effects”, 

made to impress – it was about how the clown character guided the audience to these focal points. It wasn't 

as much about virtuosity, but the fun we had together along the journey full of unpredictability coming from 

street intrusions and semi-capable participants from the audience; the impressive stunts functioned more as 

rewards for the audience tagging along.  



Street magician One Man Magic Show by Sam Sebastian follows the similar pattern – the show is 

composed of numbers, each of them revolving around a specific magic trick, but again it's more about the 

 
Clown Barabba milking all the humour from his audience member “victim”. 

 
Sam Sebastian probably knows what he’s doing. Probably. 



journey we, the audience, and the performer, share together. What sets this show apart is a strong narrative 

frame that establishes very clear rules as what the audience is to expect and tolerate. Sebastian draws from 

the nostalgic treasury of backwater semi-capable magicians of the eras long past, who were trying hard to 

somehow impress their audience and occasionally torment children participants, as the ancient magician's 

code commands. Audience is thus prepared for the magician putting “volunteers” in somewhat awkward 

and occasionally “dangerous” situations. At the same time, the magician's character is portrayed as 

somewhat clumsy and somewhat capable (I've seen the show in the windy and cold March when this was 

pronounced), which allows Sebastian to navigate between being likeable and eerie enough for the show to 

generate the needed atmosphere and excitement.  

  
Kajetan Čop’s costume lets the audience know immediately who’s running the show. 

Kajetan Čop's Burektheatre performance Princess Cry Baby puts an interesting counterpoint to “classic” one 

(wo)man street theatre shows as it demonstrates how a capable, seasoned improviser (Kajetan studied 

theatre improvisation in Prague) doesn't need any impressive tricks, skills or even a narrative frame. All he 

needed was a silly costume to make sure everybody knows he is running the show, a chest full of stuffed 

animals to occupy the kids and some notes from wikipedia to amuse the adults. Kajetan builds two parallel 

narratives from scratch: one for children participants who were all too happy to get a stuffed dragon, a 

princess, and run around the improvised stage; on the second level, he is performing an improvised stand-up 

comedy show for adults. On Ana Desetnica both narratives revolved around the structure of tragedy, picked 

up from Wikipedia, and interpreted in the way that seemed the most amusing and engaging for the 

audience involved, adding the usual “let's the audience participate” spices into the mix.  

Where the above examples were about either fully improvised performance or mostly improvised 

performances with some pre-set routines, where the main dynamic of the performance developed from 

interaction with its environment and the audience, it's interesting to see how a precisely set performance 



can adapt to the street situation. Two Old Men by 2 Faced Dance Company is a precisely choreographed 

routine of street, break and contemporary dance depicting two old men drinking in a public space, going 

from their daily routine into a personal reminiscence of their youth. Dancers I've talked to, Luke Rigg and 

Jason Boyle, aren't the original cast and learnt the performance by simply copying the choreography. 

However, with time and experience they try to open up the show towards the environment and the audience, 

find gaps in between pre-set dance sequences in which they can address the audience or the situation on the 

street. They apply two types of adaptation – as dancers they simply try to position the fast and sometimes 

acrobatic dance movements into a narrow place between the audience and physical attributes of the space. 

As the result, they would often, after an elaborate dance sequence, end up face to face with an audience 

member, stopping just inches before them, usually coupled with a smile, creating excitement and adrenaline 

rush. As actors, they can also allow their characters to interact with the atmosphere of the place. Of their 

three shows I've seen, the one in old town provided the least in this regard, as the audience surrounded the 

duo in front a wall of a building, creating an almost black box situation. However, the Sunday morning 

performance in the festival's park – the place where Ljubljana's old, homeless men would usually sit and 

drink – provided an apt backdrop for the characters, which they happily explored. 

 
Luke Rigg’s character blending in with the environment. 

Even with a set performance the living street environment by its nature pushes the performance into 

responding and adapting to it, improvising, and breathing with its surroundings. This creates a sense of 

community with the audience on the level hard to create indoors. A temporary community exists between 

the performance and the audience, firstly by simply sharing the physical space and interacting with one 

another. Secondly the community is formed as both performer(s) and the audience are investing in the 

performance and its dynamics and are thus making it separate from the dynamics of the street. Thirdly the 

community persists as through the duration of the performance new experiences are created which in turn 

form new shared knowledge between performers and the audience. 



Where is the magic? (or: narrative in the street theatre) 

While buskers and similar types of street performers don't pretend they're not on the street performing for 

the audience, street theatre also can and does create a special, “magical” reality on the street. Where it 

differs from indoor strategies is that it doesn't enforce the fourth wall to support illusion, instead it tries to 

strengthen the outer wall, the barrier which separates the street theatre situation from the urban 

environment. There are several artistic strategies for this: having a large troupe (two performers is vastly 

stronger than one, three is even better); having pronounced or highly visible costumes, props or puppets; 

using music; utilising a video projection, a canvas or a puppet booth/screen. 

With moving shows like itineraries and walkabouts the size does matter. Being immediately visible and 

visually recognizable helps to create a small bubble of different reality around them – by the use of 

pronounced costumes, face paint, puppets, props, musical instruments or even nudity. (Unfortunately, I had 

not been able to see Fadunito's performance). 

 

 
Audience members getting caught in the world of the Little Café 

Faceless Theatre's Little Café is a walkabout comprised of small acts performed along the path around the 

city, so it has to immediately catch attention. Bev and Marc use a form I called a symbiont of a man and a 

puppet – effectively full bodied puppets, but the actors share some the body parts with the puppets (in the 

case of the waiter character), or the puppet's body doubles as the scenery (the café in the case of the 

female's cook costume). Their immediately noticeable appearance creates a fascinating, recognisably 

fantastic reality, giving us an impression of walking into a full-size puppet/cartoon world. Yet as both these 

symbionts use human hands and legs of the performers and can thus interact with environment as a human 

would, the world created by the performance is also a functional one. As an audience we're given a unique 

opportunity to not just see a fantasy world, but embody it. It's a full-size experience where we're not just 



being spectators immersing in the fiction with our minds, we're invited to inhabit it.  

The most obvious way of separating the street theatre situation from the street is by creating a self-

contained theatre space, like a puppet booth or a shadow puppet screen, where obviously all the action 

happens inside its marked borders, presenting the space within them as self-contained and the closest one 

can get to a black box situation in the street (or should this be a “white screen” situation?). Theatre Polpet's 

performance Fish uses a small boat as the scenery two actresses inhabit, while it also doubles as a puppet 

booth in some scenes. The switch redirects our gaze in an interesting way: while the boat with its two 

passengers in communicating and interacting with the street environment, the puppet part zooms in our 

attention so we ignore the street milieu for that period of time. A very similar, and even a more pronounced 

strategy of this type is utilised by Allatea's show Memories, where the performers switch from a shadow 

puppet theatre to physically entering the space of the audience with their characters, thus creating very 

interesting switches of visual focus for the spectators.  

 
Theatre Polpet's “boat” doubles as a puppet booth. (photo by Bojan Okorn) 

Vertigo's multimedia performance Window takes it a step further. Onto a side of the building the scenery is 

projected by a video beamer with a technique similar to a shadow puppet theatre – next to the “stage” there 

is enclosed booth where Čopko (a.k.a. Sebastien Fraboulet) is putting together scenery from premade parts 

of paper and cardboard and then filming them in real time. The other performer, Manca Uršič, is inhabiting 

the projection's space by hanging from climbing rope attached to the wall, using dancing to interact with 

images being projected. This separation from the street, literally being a couple of meters above it, allows 

the performance to create a relatively rich and coherent narrative (for a street theatre). Yet the show is still 

breathing with its surroundings in a typical street theatre fashion, addressing the audience and 

communicating with it, which culminates with an image of the audience projected unto the wall at one 

point. Less typical is how the narrative of the show interacts with its physical surroundings: the story revolves 



around performers trying to fix a view from a window to satisfy their customer, an ageing poet, and his 

desire for an inspiring panorama. Throughout the show various cardboard cut-outs of a window are being 

projected on a real building's wall, the window opens and the puppet head of a poet comments the image 

being projected, thus creating a sort of autopoetics, as we, the audience, are also observing and making our 

own impressions by the panoramas being created in the Čopko's shed and then being projected in front of 

us.  

 

The vertical world of Vertigo’s Window. 

From my memories on Ana Desetnica from years ago, one of the most visible shifts I've noticed is the 

current frequent use of music or a musical backdrop as a way to establish a special fictionalised 

environment of a performance and separate it from the street. The changes were undoubtedly helped by 

technological advances in last decade, making music devices smaller, cheaper and easier to use. 

However, using the music to organise the material of the performance and its dramaturgy differs 

significantly from a way words or a narrative would organize it. For starters talking has to compete with 

the noise of the street and conversations passers-by could have with another person or a mobile phone, 

while music (played live or reproduced) can by sheer loudness overpower all of this. On the structural level, 

a spoken word demands more focus from listeners as they need to devote attention to it and separate it 

from the surrounding noise, while also being careful not to miss the details as every little bit could be 

needed to interpret the whole message. Music on the other hand isn't separated from the environment, it 

overlays it and shapes it by creating a specific type of atmosphere. An atmosphere created by the music 

doesn't demand an attention for detail, rather the audiences are free to roam on their own around it, 

creating their personal impressions. 

Allatea's performance Memories uses music extensively as a way to organise its dramaturgy and the 

viewer's experience. As noted above, the performance mixes shadow puppet theatre with physical theatre. 



The mix of both techniques is present even in the shadow theatre scenes: some scenes would use shadow 

puppets - paper cut-outs – to represent the characters; while in “underwater swimming scene” the 

performers would use their bodies dancing in slow motion to represent their characters; and in the shadow 

scenes in the tent a combination of both (paper cut out and performer’s bodies) would be used. The 

dramaturgy of Memories uses self-contained scenes, which are lined one next to another like stations we go 

through, but each creates its own little world. Using music to create an atmosphere, combined with strong 

visual elements without a prescribed way to read them, creates a space for the audience's imagination, 

where they are free to roam around and invest in it in whichever way they want: they can enjoy the visuals, 

they can let the visuals to evoke their memories or feelings. This technique of separated scenes allows new 

passers-by to join the audience and still make sense of the show and get satisfaction out of roaming around 

its atmospheric environment. The constant shifts of focus – zooming in to shadow puppet canvas and 

zooming out when the performers run around the audience – enforces the roaming eye of the spectator and 

thus encourages them to create their own worlds in their minds and wander around in them. Parallel to this 

the show does have a narrative that connects and organises all these separated scenes: one of two heroines 

leaving home, going on a journey, losing and then finding one another, getting scared by a spider and then 

returning home. This narrative isn't crucial to enjoy the performance, but it does reward those members of 

the audience who decided to stay with the show and watch it till the end. 

 
The two worlds of “Memories” – the shadow theatre and the physical theatre. 

 

As narrative goes, street theatre performances are faced with a dilemma – one hand it's good to keep the 

structure of performance open and inviting, letting any newcomer join the audience and enjoy the show 

regardless of missing out on specific parts of the narrative. Yet on the other hand, it makes sense to reward 

those members of the audience, who had decided to stick with the show, for their persistence, creating a 

strong and satisfying ending. Or as Tom Greder's character Oscar reminded us in All Aboard: “In the street 



theatre audience does not pay for tickets up front. They pay at the end!” . Busker type shows and those 

based on improvisation constantly create new situations responding to the audience and the concrete 

street environment, thus a unique shared knowledge is created each time around for those spectators that 

stick around, rewarding them with humour that comes from “being in the know”. Performances that create 

more fictionalised environments, separated from the street dynamics, need some other means of creating 

this reward. Having a narrative arch is a possible solution, as long as one is careful in not making it too 

demanding to follow and allowing for possibility of passers-by to join the audience later in the show.  

 

 
“Here is our map and there our destination,” in 123’s Path to Tadam. 

123's Path to Tadam uses some quite ingenious ways to help the newcomers orient themselves within the 

narrative path of the performance. The strongest tool is the map of the journey: the story follows three 

adventurers on their dangerous and eventful path to their goal, the “Tadam”. Along the way our heroes 

encounter different situations and these, similarly to Allatea's Memories, can function as standalone scenes; 

the performance is open and inviting to newcomers in this regard. However, through their journey, after a 

scene or two, the adventurers would bring out a map, show it to the audience and recapitulate in gestures 

and gibberish the journey so far and what situations are still to follow. The map thus functions as a scenario 

of the performance and helps the audience to orient themselves. Talking to the author, Alenka Marinič, she 

explained how the dramaturgy of the performance developed with time. While the main body of the show, 

based on the character humour of three seasoned physical theatre practitioners and on its imaginative use 

of props (using parts of small mobile stage to create different sceneries), was there from the beginning, the 

prologue and epilogue were added later to help the audience to enter the world the characters inhabit. 

Prologue, reminiscent of intros of animated series, presents the three characters of the show in a 

choreographed humorous manner and it thus lets us know the show will revolve around the character based 

humour. The epilogue was added because the narrative of the show was strongly oriented to reach the 



conclusion, the “Tadam”, and demanded an appropriate resolution (What happens when “Tadam” is 

reached?), thus rewarding the audience for following the adventurers to the end of their journey. 

If the first part of this reportage focused on how improvisation of performers can generate the feeling of 

community between the audience and the performers, there is also the other path, where the audience is 

doing improvisation inside their mind. As I described it on the case of Allatea's performance Memories a 

landscape of standalone scenes painted with few strokes of atmosphere, presenting open images, allows for 

the audience to explore the scenes on their own, investing their imagination into them. (Possible artistic 

approaches include using visual material like puppets, shadow puppets, props; or using the repertoire of 

physical theatre, gestures, pantomime or dance.) Audience can invest by immersing themselves in the 

atmosphere, they can connect the dots the performance gives them, they can find links between the 

performance and the street environment – all of this happens in their minds. In this way, the audience also 

creates a community around the performance, though in a bit different, more introverted fashion, that is 

nonetheless as active as would be physically interacting with the show. 

 
One of the “music videos” in Paper’n’Music.  

The paper puppet theatre of Papelito excels in this approach in their shows Paper'n'Music and Totem, 

creating a world of moveable abstract shapes, alike 1950s modernists illustrations, which transform 

instantly under a puppeteer's hand into paper animals. Or into body parts of a bigger creature (in Totem). 

The logic of their world, framed by a musical backdrop, seems to follow a free flow of associations, with 

shapes emerging or transforming on the spot. While the movements of the puppets and the puppeteers 

dancing with them have a feel of a free flow, they aren't completely improvised, yet create a similar 

impression. Talking with both creators, Brane Solce and Sanja Fidler, they explained how they create their 

pieces with the approach we in contemporary theatre would call “working with material”. Rehearsals would 

be about creating new material (in this case paper shapes becoming paper puppets) and then searching for 



a logic within this material (a story? a character?); when found, this logic would be used to further transform 

the material according to it, until a new direction would emerge. The creative process of Papelito is akin to 

an improvisation: while listening to the music which will be used in the performance, the authors would 

follow the logic and images emerging from the paper shapes, trying it to see what works, what ends in the 

paper bin, and continue their exploration. Difference between the improvisation and what Papelito does, is 

that the former happens on the stage before the audience, while the latter’s associative flow of paper 

shapes changing their meanings and forms is first “found” in rehearsals, to then always emerge in the same 

way from the material each time the performance is enacted.  

 
One of many constantly shifting Totem manifestations.  

The show Paper'n'Music, a collaboration with the Brecl banda music group, employs the paper puppetry in 

a role of analogue VJ-ing, in effect creating ‘street music videos’ that accompany the songs. As each song 

has its own scene and the collaboration was created within a limited amount of rehearsal time, Papelito 

used props and approaches from their vast bag-of-tricks archive and adapted them to the songs. Totem 

features a more thorough and developed original material which closely follows music as it was created 

through the repeated listening of it. Through the flow of the performance abstract paper shapes playfully 

transform themselves into various animals, these then join together into a bigger totem, which then acts as 

scenery for next wave of paper creatures. As the audience, we are invited to follow the flow of associations 

and invest our imagination in the visual material opening in front of us, making sense of its whimsical logic. 

 

 

The shape of Ljubljana (or: the space of the street theatre)  

Before the festival, Goro, the director of Ana Desetnica, said to me it would be a good idea to watch one 



show several times, as it can change depending on its placement in the festival's schedule and on its 

location in Ljubljana's architectural and social space. I duly nodded, not really understanding what he 

meant, I mean, I did watch some indoor performances several times… Couple of festival days later and some 

viewing experiences richer it dawned on me – I've realised street performances are of a different nature 

than their indoor cousins which have the luxury of inhabiting a controlled environment and can count on 

the venue to provide the context that will inform the audience and give it appropriate expectations. With a 

street performance the core of the show and its manifestation aren't always aligned with one another: 

sometimes a show would fully realise its potential, sometimes it would realise it only partially, sometimes 

what performance would try to do would clash with its street environment. Yet, sometimes the show could 

evolve in an unpredictable way, organically developing itself into something new. The hardest challenge is 

probably for those performances from abroad which developed in a different street culture and 

environment than Ana Desetnica’s. However, as each show is performed several times during the festival – 

at different times, at different locations, throughout Ljubljana and usually in other smaller Slovenian town(s) 

– the performers have the time and opportunity to adapt the show to the festival's environment. 

As I was following only Ljubljana's part of Ana Desetnica I can only speak of its specifics, namely that the 

festival has a long 18-year presence in Slovenia's capital, is widely recognized amongst its populace and 

immensely popular. Audience would wait for performers at the announced location and spontaneously form 

an amphitheatre shape around them. This in particular poised a problem for those itinerary or walkabout 

shows that weren't able to move faster than the audience could follow – Faceless Theatre's man size puppet 

and portable food booth, Trio Šardone's music band with a keyboard and a small cart, and Juri Caneiro's 

group walking on their knees. As these shows were formed around strategies which involved interacting 

with small groups of passers-by who might or might not know a street festival is in town, the change of 

strategy was in order when the amphitheatre of people formed around them, eliminating their itinerary or 

walkabout nature. 

Faceless Theatre seemed to have had the easiest time adapting – as the show was based around a movable 

Italian restaurant and its scenes revolved around a dish or a drink (i.e. a course), the answer was simply to 

put all these bits together in the dramaturgical form restaurants call “a full course dinner”. While it was 

visible that the story arch of the whole performance wasn't as strong as it could have been had the 

performance been made with such a structure in mind, the performers responded by pronouncing the 

interaction with this larger audience and managed to generate memorable experiences from this approach 

(including a long tug-of-war chain). 

Trio Šardone's À la carte performance spontaneously adapted itself to the more populated environment 

than they anticipated, but the change came with a price tag. The premise was – trio of seasoned improvised 

theatre performers (with music skills to boot), would walk around café rich areas of the city centre, approach 

a table, sign a private, improvised song for the table’s occupants and then go on to find another table. The 

waiter, Luka, would present the chosen spectator with a menu and based on their picks and a short enquiry, 

he would sing or rap improvised lyrics, while Igor and Peter would play the instruments (and helped with the 

chorus). What was planned as a series of serenades turned into a full-blown music-on-demand concert. The 

audience would encircle the trio in very close proximity, trying to get their “musical  



wishes” played. As I've been one of the test audiences before their first show, I suggested trying to get more 

physical involvement from the audience (singing, clapping). This worked like a charm in the heat of the 

concert – when the crowd got more and more excited they also participated more. But while the show 

seemed to find a huge success with its audience, the price was the trio found themselves completely 

exhausted, as the crowd demanded more and more of them. In a sense, when the string of serenades shifted 

to a concert format, the dramaturgy became one of constant crescendo. In another lunch talk we were 

figuring out what do, and they've reached similar conclusions on their own – do what a restaurant would do: 

“we're out of fast songs right now, maybe something slow would be in order?” A question that remains for 

this (charming) performance is how to think of its dramaturgy when it turns into a concert: would some 

things not possible in a walkabout format, be possible when given more time with the same audience? What 

could be gained with a longer duration? (Except a constant incline in excitement, audience's involvement and 

noise levels.) Hopefully this brand-new show will have time to develop itself. 

A performance by Juri Caneiro's group, Onani had a bit of difficulty in adapting to Ljubljana's audiences and 

locations. I spent time talking with the group, offering dramaturgical feedback and eventually we've figured 

out the performance was in the genre of ritual theatre – it actually uses some ritualistic elements from 

around the world, including African style ritual percussion. Which is why it didn't function in the first two 

setting I've seen it in: in the park, the audience acted as theatre spectators, encircling performers, and thus 

creating an amphitheatre situation; or on a bridge with audience as passers-by, it felt like they were 

witnessing a custom from a foreign culture or a prayer from a foreign religion. For their last performance the 

group decided to repeat the setting that worked for them in Marseilles – the characters would show up in a 

public space at night and lead the audience with them to a special, pre-prepared area, which in Ljubljana's 

case was an underground garage, decorated with candles. The reason guiding this decision was that within 

the logic or a ritual there no observers, audiences or witnesses, just participants within a specially prepared 

 

Trio Šardone riding the wave of their audience’s excitement.  



space. 

 
Mass culture personified in the performance ‘Onani’.  

The plot of Onani follows several transformations which begin with a masked figure turning people into 

“Onanis”, small creatures that behave instinctively and emotionally. Eventually these gather around a 

personification of the mass culture with a television in its crotch and worship it, until another figure – 

multibreasted woman deity kills the television person and throws its intestines unto the open.  In its artistic 

strategy Onani is not a proper street theatre, rather it behaves like a site-specific performance, as it asks for 

a different type of involvement, mood and interaction from the audience than a street theatre context 

provides. It thus needs a separated space which is prepared beforehand, so that it grants them the isolation 

from the logic of the street and theatre, and sets up the appropriate atmosphere for the world Onanis live in.  

Other performances thrive on Ljubljana's large, eager and informed audience and some artistic strategies 

depend on them. Certain shows wish to be surrounded by the audience in an amphitheatre like situation as 

they require spectators to remain with the performance for the whole duration in order to convey a more 

coherent or complex narrative (or other type of dramaturgy requiring a longer time span). Regardless of 

these shows having some traits reminiscent of indoor theatre situations, their DNA remains thoroughly one 

of the street theatre, emphasising vivid interaction and openness of the street, which gives them more 

immediacy and a slower pace as they don't convey just pre-prepared meanings, but create them in a shared 

situation. Examples of these performances would be: Tom Greder's All Aboard! (which has a longer indoor 

version), Bad Rabbits's Tomorrow Belongs to me, and on some level also The Primitives's Three of a Kind 

(as the show requires an attention to detail).  

Ana Desetnica's prominent presence in the city's social fabric provides a safe bubble which particularly 

helps young Slovene authors in their fragile beginnings, before they' learn how to handle less inviting street 

environments. More provocative and daring shows also depend on the festival's bubble – Clown Barabba 



explained to me he only performs his buffon act on street theatre festivals, as they provide him with a 

safety net when going overboard, like insulting or embarrassing an audience member (the quintessential 

part of buffon’s repertoire), where it's crucial for everyone involved to understand they are a part o f a 

theatre situation. 

 

All photographs by Luka Dakskobler, unless noted otherwise. 

 

 

Thank you 

to everybody who found time and shared their street theatre experiences and insights with me (in the order of 

appearance in the festival's booklet): Luka, Igor and Peter a.k.a. The Trio Šardone; Craig Weston of The 

Primitives; Vita and the huge Ana Monroe cast; Luke and Jason of the 2 Faced Dance Company; Nicola 

Mezzarobba a.k.a. Clown Barabba; Bev and Marc of the Faceless Theatre; Juri Caneiro and his collective; 

Alenka Marinič of the 123; the entire Bad Rabbids crew; Kajetan Čop; Tea of the Allatea and Ana Monro; 

Brane and Sonja a.k.a. Papelito; all the Šuglars of the regular programme and the summers school whom I 

chatted with and their mentors John Lee and Sally Mann, and a Dutch street festival director Alfred 

Konijnenbelt. 

another big THANK YOU (and a hug) 

to Tom Greder for pushing me in the right direction, to the amazing festival's crew (Špelca, Andreja, Goro) and 

the absolutely indispensable interns Dave and Ellen (I owe you one). 
 

Samo Oleami, Ljubljana, December 2015 

 

 


